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makes regular iron; for if the iron is very hot in one part of I the bars firmly in place, wipe them clean, and test them 
the heat and dull in. another part, it is a sure indication that lengthways with the spirit level to ascertain if they are par
the fuel is not properly distributed through the iron, and it i allel with the bore of the cylinder. Place the level across 
should be remedied by increasing or diminishing the weight 

I 
the bars to test ?arallelis� with the engine sha�t. Note 

of the charges of fuel or iron. where further adJustment IS necessary. Put markmg upon 
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IMPROVED DROPPING ATTACHMENT FOR CORN PLANTERS. 

Jacob W. Oberholtzer and Oharles E. Wilcox, Hiawatha, Kan.-This is 
an attachment to corn planters thatwill mark the rows and drop the corn 

simnltaneously. The apparatns is nsed by making a mark across the ends 
of the field and starting the dropping in the mark a, each end of the field. 
Uniformity in the rows is thus secured. The constrnction is qnite ingen
ious and novel. 

IMPROYED DITCHING AND TILE-LAYING MACHINE. 

Robert E. Nevin, Enon Valley, Pa.-This is an improved machine for 
tile ditches, laying the tiles, and filling the ditches. It may also be used 
for digging open ditches and making other excavations. A nnmber of 
excellent improvements are embodied. 

IMPROYED SEEDER AND PLANTER. 

In melting with coke, the melter cannot put in his iron in . the bars and move the crosshead up and down to ascertain 
as large charges as he can with coal, because the coke is I how much the respective liners require reducing. After fil
more bulky than coal, and he has more bulk in the same, ing all the liners it is better before putting them in for the 
weight, and if he puts the same weight of coke between the. next adjustment to give them a light coat of marking, to 
r.harges of iron as he does of coal, ·the bulk of the poke will 'show where they bear. At each trial of the bars the spirit 
raise the iron above the melting point, and the iron cannot level and the straight edge should be applied. The cross
be melted until part of the coke is burnt up so as to allow head should be moved up and down the bars to ascertain by 
the iron to come down to the melting point, and the result the bearing marks upon the surfaces how the crosshead UriahBald

.
w�n, Is�ac T. Slmmar� and William K. Shn:nard, Stewart-

. It' b t h h 'd fit Th fit't' k fi t t th th "t I son, TII.-ThIS IS an Improved machme so constrncted that It may be read-
is that he does not have a contmuous me mg, u e as a gm es . e mg mar s are a ner es an e spIn ily adjnsted to plant the seed in drills or rows. A nnmber of nseful im-
delay between each charge of iron, and the iron will prob- level, hence the last part of the fitting should be performed I provements are embodied, all of simple and ingenions construction. 
ably be dull in the latter part of each charge; but the melter with strict reference to the bearing marks, both upon the' 

IMPROYED YENTILATING GLASS SHADE AND COYER FOR 

can do equally as regular melting, and can do faster melting bars and the crosshead as well as upon the liners; the cross- PLANTS. 

with coke than he can with coal, by putting in the coke and head flanges being adjusted and fitted at the same time as 
iron in smaller charges, and more of them, which proves the face fitting. 
conclusively that good melting can be done with almost any The adjustment is correct when the gland is equally free 
fuel and in any cupola, if the melter understands his busi- and has an equal amount of play in the stuffing box at 
ness; but he may not be able to do as economical melting in whatever part of the stroke the piston rod may be. In bolt
a poor cupola as he can in a good one. -Frmn Founding oj: ing up the bottom bars during the last part of the adjusting 
Iron, by Edward Kirk. process, it is necessary to screw up the bolts to the same de-

..... I • gree of tightness, fo1'- a little extra tightening in some of the 
[For the Scientific American.] bolts may cause the bars to spring out of true, if the ends 

ROW TO ADJUST ENGINE GUIDE BARB. of the bars or the seating for the liners is not practically 

Semon J. Pardessns, New Y or k city.-This is an ordinary glass shade 
having an opening in the top closed by a hinged plate in which are open
ings which can be open or shnt at will. Its object is to protect plants 
while growing, and to aid in the development of buds and flowers.  

IMPROYED ROAD SCRAPER. 

James H. Edmondson,Valparaiso, Ind.-This road scraper is of the snlky 
type, and is so constrncted that it may be easily operated by the driver 
from his seat to load and nnload it. When loaded it may be swung beneath 
the axle and carried to any desired distance. It is an excellent machine 
for nse npon roads in parks and conntry places. 

.. ' . , . 
NEW MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 

IMPROYED FIREPLACE GRATE. 

A correspondent says; "I am about putting new guide bars true. To set the top bars pJace the crosshead in the middle 
to my 16 horse power stationary engine, and desire instruc- of its stroke and lay the bars upon the crosshead guides. t 

tions how to adjust them true with the bore of the cylinder, Then, with the wedges applied as before, ascertain the re-' 
that the wrist pin will stand in the same line with the driv- quired thickness of the liners one at a time, leaving them . Robert L. Mi�chell, Hnntsville, Ala.-Thi� inven�ion :elates to c�rtain 

. . , 
'. Improvements In open fireplace grates, and It consIsts In the partICular ing shaft." He adds: "The bars are bolted to the cylinder as prevIously a tnfle thIck, testmg them on both the flat and constrnction of donble back and sides, and in the combination with the 

cover at one end and to pedestals at the other." Drill holes the edge faces by marking placed on the surfaces, and mov-1 inner back and sides of a detachable back plate for the fire pot which op
in the ends, leaving about * inch to ream out after the bars ing the crosshead up and down, dispensing with the use of erates as a key to lock and hold the other parts in proper position. 

are set and in their place. Screw the bottom bars tempora- the spirit level and straight edge, and working entirely by IMPROYED STOPPING MECHANISM FOB LOOMS. 

rily in their places beneath the crosshead. The gland should the bearing marks. J. R. John Megson, South Adams, Mass.-Theobjecthere is to stopthe motion 
be screwed up well into the stuffing box; the piston rod, ... f • I .. of a loom in the event of the weft or filling running ont or breaking, if 

crosshead, and guide bars cleaned and the rod oiled to cause To renew manuscripts, take a hair pencil and wash the such motion of the loom is permitted by the fork being operated by the 
end of the thread which has been left by the shnttle. Such weft or thread it to move freely. Then take a spirit level and try if the part that has been effaced with a solution of prussiate of permits the motion of the loom to continne in two ways, namely, by get-driving or main shaft of the engine stands horizontal; if not potash in water, and the writing will again appear, if the ting entangled on the fork and also by lying In the box in snch a position 

it is as well to true it up with pieces of the requisite thick- paper has not been destroyed. I as to canse the fork to move. In both cases the loom will run as if there 
ness inserted under the journal box which requires lifting to I was filling in the shnttle, and if more than one kind of filling is beingnsed 

make the shaft stand level. If the bottom half of the 'box NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. 
an imperfect pattern will be prodnced,or it will be necessary to adjust 
the pattern chain. The new attachment breaks the thread off, and when 

" FRET SAWING FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT." H. T. Wil- it lies in the box it slackens it, taking away its resistance to the fork. has flanges upon it so that the packing piece or liner cannot 
slip out, it will be retained by being simply laid in position, 
otherwise it may be required to he pinned or riveted to the 
bottom of the box. If, however, it is decided not to adjust 
the main shaft, the spirit level may be placed upon it and a 
slight mark made to denote where the center of the bubble 
stands. At tne same time, note which end;of the spirit level 
stands toward the engine crank. This being done, pass to 
the guide bars and move the piston in and out to ensure 
that it moves freely. If the cylinder cover is off, it will 
pay to take out the piston rings to facilitate setting the 
guides. 

The next procedure is to place the piston in about the 
middle of the cylinder and bolt up one of the bottom bars 
until'it just touches the face of the crosshead guide and 
stands at the same time true with the bore of the cylinder, 
as tested by the spirit level. The bore of the cylinder being 
level the bar must be set level, but if the bore stands out of 
level the bar must be set to corres;?ond. The guide bar 
being thus adjusted to lightly touch the guide on the cross-

liams, Publisher. New York: Illustrated. Price 50 
cents. 

This is 8 complete handbook of fret sawing, valuable alike to the ama

teur and skilled artists for the hints and suggestions contained therein . 

It describes the various kinds of woods with their nses, and treats of each 

mechanical and R7tistic detail in the most minute manner. It is printed 

on fine paper and profusely illustrated throughout. 

MONEY AND LEGAL TENDER IN THE UNITED STATES. By 
H. R. Linderman, Director of the Mint. G. P. Put
nam's Sons. New York. 

This volume contains iu a brief and c�nvenient form a complete history 

of the money used in the United States, of the various acts of Congress in 

regard tott, of the establishment of the mint. of the variations of the 

money standard, and the change from the double standard of gold and 

silver to the gold standard. Foreign COins, the paper currency, national 

currency, and the re-lDonetization of silver are all considered. As Mr. 

Linderman says, "until recently, the subject of bringing this currency 

trom a credit to a specie basis has not received the attention which its 

great importance dem'lnd •. " The work will be found very timely and use

fUl to the public in the examination of these financial questions. 

head, the other bottom guide bar is adjusted in the same Notice to Patentees. 

manner. The spirit level must be placed across the two Inventors who are desirous of disposing of their patents would find it 

bottom bars and the latter adjusted until the bubble stands greatly to their advantage to have them illnstrated in the SCIENTIFICAMER
• • • • •  • iICAN. We are prepared to get np first-class WOOD ENGRAVINGS of invenm the same pOSItIOn as It dId when placed upon the hon- tions of merit, and publish them in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN on very 
zontal part of the engine shaft. This is necessary to ensure reasonable terms. 
that the axial line . of the wrist pin (which is of course sup� We shall be pleased to make estimates as to cost of engravings on receipt 

posed to stand true with the bottom faces of the cross head of photographs, sketches, or copies of patents. After pnblication, the 

. d ) h 11 b d' t d t t d 11 1 . th th . I l' cuts become the property of the person ordering them, and will be found gUI es s a e a JUs e 0 s an para e WI e aXla Ine 
of value for circulars and for pnblication in other papers. 

.of the engine shaft, which is an important consideration 
because otherwise the connecting rod would be twisted 
when its brasses were keyed up. The next operation is to 
move the crosshead once or twice up and down, and if it 
binds unduly at either end the spirit level should be placed 
across the bars at that end and the bar or bars lowered, to 
maintain the same spirit level adjustment. When the 
crossbead will move from end to end of the oars, having 

NEW AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 

IMPROYED FENCE. 

Franklin Fulkerson, Frankfort, Ind.-This is a new and ingenions 
fence, so constrncted as to prevent cattle frompntting their heads between 
said boards and riders and throwing off said riders. The general design 
is strong and substantial. 

contact with both their entire length, the bars may receive IMPROYED COTTON PLANTER. 

a very light coat of red marking. Shove the crosshead up Da�iel W. R�ed, Al�enton, Ala.-
.
The object �f this i:r:vention is

. 
to 

and down them two or three times and the marks upon the prOVIde for nse In plantIng cotton a SImple but highly effiCIent machIne, 
. . . ' . in which the whole quantity of seed in the hopper will be agitated, and a bars wIll denote If the bearmg between the crosshead gmdes portion thereof also rubbed between opposing surfaces for the purpose of 

and the surface of the bars is even from end to end. Dur-' separating its interlacing fibres and enabling it to discharge, in the de
ing this adjustment the fit of the flanges of the crosshead sired manner, at the bottom of the hopper into the open furrow. The in

against the edges of the bars requires watching the marks vention consists in employing vertically and reversely reciprocating seed-
. . .  ' rnbbers and dischargers. the same being arranged on opposite sides of the bemg a suffiCIent glllde. When properly fitted, get out the hopper and working in snitable gnides. The invention also consists in 

liners (as the small pieces, which are placed between the providing the sides of the hopper with adjustable pieces or sections for 
ends of the bars and the supports, are termed). Tu get the regulating the qnantity of seed. discharged within a given time. 

thickness of these liners, take wedges made of iron, wood or IMP!WYED PLANT AND TREE PROTECTOR. 

lead, and insert the thin end between the end faces of the Julius O. Antisdale, Lake Harbor, Mich.-Ordinarily tubes of sheet 
bars and their seating upon the supports. forcing the wedges metal, paper, anilother opaqne snbstances are used for protecting plants 

in with sufficient force to leave a mark upon them. By chalk- agaiust the ravages of worms. The present inventor snggests an excellent 

ing the faces of the wedges they will exhibit the marks more improvement in the shape of a glass cylinder composed of two half sec-
tions, which are forced a few inches into the soil, so as to surround the 

plainly. The wedges should be inserted at each end and on plant. The earth is pressed closely abont the cylinder to keep the two 
both sides of the bar, the liners being got out a little thicker sectious together withont the nse of a band. 
to allow for fitting. IMPROYED FRUIT DRYER. 

In filing up the liner use either a surface plate or a William S. Plnmmer, Portland, Oregon.-This invention consists in a 
straight edge, and file the liner faces hollow rather than case provided in its lower part with a lining set at a little distance from its 
rounding, for if filed rounding the guide bar may cant to walls, the large door, the small door, the cleats or sides to receive thefrnit 

one side in the bolting up, while if hollow the bar will be frames or trays, the doors, and the cover and cap to allow the moisture-
ladenair to escape, to adapt it for use in drying fruit. It dries the fruit sure to bolt up solid. When the four liners are ready, put rapidly and evenly, and is so constrncted that it may be readily taken 

them in position between the bars and their seatings. Bolt 1 down, set np, aud moved from place to place. 
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IMPROYED MACIDNE FOR GUMMING LABELS. 

Lazarus Morgenthan, New York city.-This consists essentially of an 
endless feed belt that condncts the labels to be gnmmed to an endle&! snp
ply belt, to which the adhesive snbstance is fed from a suitable receptacle 
below by distribnting rollers. A circular brush exposes all parts of the 
label to the action of the supply belt. A second revolving brush clears the 
labels from the pressure brush, and condncts them to an inclined clearing 
plate, and from the same to the place of use. These machines are excel
lently suited for applying paste to wall paper, stamps, labels, etc. One is 
in operation at the fair of the American Institute, and its working well 
snbstantiates the inventor's claims. 

.. 1.,. 
NEW MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING INVENTIONS. 

IMPROYED CAR COUPLING. 

William Hanison, Linneus, MO.-This invention relates to an improve
ment in the class of safety car conplings, that is to say, conplings which 
are so coustructed that the device for locking the link may be raised or 
lowered withont reqniring the operator to enter between the cars. The 
invention consists chiefly in providing a sliding case for each drawhead 
and constrncting it with inclined shoulders and notches, whereby it is 
adapted to raise, and lock in the elevated position, the device that en-
gages the link. 

• 

IMPROYED MACHINE FOR MAKING BARRELS. 

William K. Hoback, Bentonville, Ark.-The staves are set at each end 
in a ring, or annular gnide, and an iron band is lowered to surronnd and 
enclose the hoops abont the middle of their length. The said band is ad
jnstable and serves to clamp or compress the hoop. tightly together. An 
annular anvil or heavy iron ring is lowered inside the barrel or hogshead 
to a point nearly opposite the onter adjustable band, and it serves to hold 
the staves in position, while a central hoop is being nailed '<In, and the 
points of the nails that secure the hoop are turned and clinched on the 
annnlar anvil. 

IMPROVED RE-SA WING MACHINE. 

John Lamb, Ottawa, Ontario, Oanada.-This is a new resawing machine 
for Rplitting slabs, boards, or plank. It embodies an ingenions arrange
ment of adjustable feed works. The lnmber is carried against a circular 
saw by rotation of rollers which follow the ineqnalities of board withont 
imposing anYt',�_due strain on the feed. 

•• 11 • 
NEW HOUSEHOLD INVENTIONS. 

IMPROYED EXTENSION BED LOUNGE. 

William E. Buser, Ohillicothe, O.-Tbis mannfacturer has devised an 
improvement in the class of bed lounges having a sliding top. The object 
in view is to render the head of the false bottom self-snpporting when the 
lounge is extended; to attach the false bottom to the true bottom, and 
snpport it by snch means and in such manner as will enable it (when 
raised) to extend over the foot of the body of the lonnge; to provide im
proved stops for preventing the top being detached from the body of the 
lonnge when slided off the same to allow the false bottom to be raised. 

IMPROYED WASHING MACHINE. 

Aaron M. Oornelins, Oregon Oity, Oregon.-This machine has a corru
gated roll that revolveR over a bed consisting of two or more smaller corrn
gated rolls. There is a new arrangement of spring followers for carrying 
the smaller rolls np against the larger rolls, an improved arrangement of 
snpports, and a device for fastening the machine in the tnb. The principal 
advantages claimed are durability, the various parts adjnsting themselve<l 
to wear, and superior strength, 

IMPROYED CANDLESTICK. 

Jesse Failing, Umatilla, Oregon.-This consists of !tn ordinary candle
stick, bnt split centrally at its cylindrical part, so as to form two halves, 
that clasp the handle. The split stick is held together by a spring placed 
immediately below the rim, and retained there by snitable rests. The 
spring-acted top rim of the stick holds the candle firmly in place nntil it 
burns down to the stick, when, by the gradnal heating np of the rim the 
pressure is relaxed, and thereby the interior spring fon;ee the candle l,lp 
gradnallY until entirely consumed. 
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